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I. Abstract 

Geoengineering is “the deliberate large-scale manipulation of the planetary environment 

to counteract anthropogenic climate change” (The Royal Society 1).   Scientists have agreed in 

recent years (Kintisch) that international greenhouse gas emission reduction agreements like 

the Kyoto Protocol have not been implemented fast or efficiently enough to slow or reverse 

climate change projecting there may not be time to prevent, or even slow, climate change 

through emission reduction 

The United States  (United States. Cong. House) has commissioned reports and hearings 

on geoengineering, but has not taken any steps towards promoting research in government 

funded laboratories or actual implementation within the United States (Hanley 4).  Federal 

agencies including the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), the National 

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), and the Central Intelligence Agency 

(CIA) have jointly funded a study due in 2014 from the National Academies of Science to 

explore the current state of the technology of geoengineering (Roach).  However, an analysis 

of existing foreign and domestic law shows that no United States agency or legal framework 

currently exists to govern geoengineering implementation or to oversee a federal research 

program.  This paper first explores the current state of geoengineering technology.  Second, 

this paper evaluates current domestic and international governance of geoengineering.  Finally, 

this paper proposes a transparent Manhattan Project-like group composed of expert scientists, 

relevant government agencies and public interest groups to govern first the process of 

answering the innumerable questions about geoengineering and second, any future 

implementation of geoengineering.  
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II.  Geoengineering: The Science and Technology As It Stands Today 

A. The Greenhouse Effect. 

The Earth’s atmosphere naturally contains gases referred to as greenhouse gases.  Water 

vapor is the most abundant of these gases, followed by carbon dioxide, ozone, then trace 

amounts of methane and nitrous oxide.  These gases are responsible for the Earth’s warm 

climate and thus keep surface temperatures habitable for human life. 

Solar radiation passes through the Earth’s atmosphere with about 30% immediately 

reflected back into space by clouds and the Earth’s surface (Karl 1719).  The remaining 

radiation is first absorbed by land masses and oceans, and then re-emitted from the planet as 

infrared radiation (Karl 1720).  Excess infrared radiation passes back out through the Earth’s 

atmosphere and into space.   At ideal concentrations, greenhouse gases maintain the Earth at a 

temperature warm enough to sustain human life (Karl 1719).  However, concentrations of the 

greenhouse gases in the atmosphere have been increasing throughout the last 250 years, 

leading to a proportionate increase in trapped radiation and heat. As a result, the planet’s 

temperature is rising, leading to the phenomenon known as global warming (United Nations 

107).  As warming continues, the planet’s climate changes, resulting in altered local weather 

conditions and ecosystems (“Causes”).   

Before the Industrial Revolution, levels of carbon dioxide (the second most abundant 

greenhouse gas) were generally stable (National Research Council 2).  Since the Revolution, 

atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases have increased from human activities such as 

fossil fuel burning, deforestation, coal mining and land-fills (Karl 1719).    The atmospheric 

concentration of carbon dioxide alone, the most abundant greenhouse gas for the purposes of 

geoengineering, has increased nearly 40% since the Industrial Revolution: “[o]ver the past 250 
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years, atmospheric carbon dioxide (carbon dioxide) levels increased by nearly 40%, from 

preindustrial levels of approximately 280 ppmv (parts per million volume) to nearly 384 ppmv 

in 2007,” (Doney 184). In fact, NOAA reported that 2013 saw the first recorded global 

average atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide above 400 ppm (“Carbon Dioxide at 

NOAA’s Mauna Loa”) (“Carbon Dioxide”).  Although oceans absorb up to one third of excess 

carbon dioxide (Doney 184), increased carbon dioxide concentrations will slow the oceans’ 

ability to do so as they grow saturated (Davis 911).  Carbon dioxide is the gas of greatest 

interest to geoengineering because it is currently emitted faster than it can be removed from 

the atmosphere by the planet’s natural carbon cycle (“FAQ 10.3”).  As a result of this carbon 

dioxide accumulation global temperatures are increasing rapidly (National Research Council 

11).  Scientists and policymakers alike recognize that attempts to mitigate global warming 

through carbon dioxide emission regulation alone have been a slow process.  Even if stringent 

mitigation policies were adopted and implemented today, it may be too late to revert 

atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases to pre-industrial levels and consequently too 

late to reverse the effects of global warming completely.  Therefore, interest in 

geoengineering, “the deliberate large-scale manipulation of the planetary environment to 

counteract anthropogenic climate change,” (The Royal Society 1) has grown domestically and 

internationally in recent years as a possibility to at least avoid a global temperature increase of 

2° C or more, which has been identified as a possible target temperature to avoid more 

dangerous impacts (New 14). 

Geoengineering techniques to address increasing carbon dioxide levels and global 

warming fall into two major categories: carbon dioxide removal or solar radiation 

management (The Royal Society 1). 
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B.  Carbon Dioxide Removal 

Carbon dioxide removal seeks to directly reduce the levels of heat-trapping carbon 

dioxide in the atmosphere. Theoretically, levels would be reduced by removing carbon dioxide 

from the atmosphere (also called “air capture”) and then storing the gas in another form on the 

planet (United States. Cong., “Engineering the Climate” 1).  Proposed methods include 

biological, physical and chemical reactions with sequestration both on land and in the sea (The 

Royal Society 10). These methods are further divided into two categories: 1) the active 

removal of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere by a machine, or 2) enhancing the natural 

cycle of the oceans to increase their capacity to absorb carbon dioxide ("What Is 

Geoengineering?").    

The mechanical method would involve industrial plants inducing known chemical 

reactions of carbon dioxide with other solids or solutions (The Royal Society 15) to separate 

the greenhouse gas from the air.  This now concentrated carbon dioxide could then be 

repurposed for other industrial needs (Kintisch 104).  Calera is one such company that 

practices carbon sequestion which converts carbon dioxide into a cement system (“Welcome 

to Celara”).  Unfortunately, carbon dioxide is difficult to capture, meaning high temperatures, 

pressures and additional chemicals are required during capture of the gas (Kintisch 108).   

Among the ocean absorption techniques, iron fertilization is perhaps the most studied, 

(Strong 236) and the most publicized (Peterson 70).  The proposed geoengineering method 

would intentionally inject iron into the oceans to spur the biological process of phytoplankton 

in High Nutrient-Low Chlorophyll (HNLC) regions to increase the amount of carbon dioxide 

fixed (“Geoengineering”).  In this process, iron is used to fertilize the phytoplankton, which 

are single-celled plants that trap carbon within the organism via photosynthesis.   (Goodell 
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136).  Releasing additional iron into the ocean is hypothesized to stimulate phytoplankton to 

bloom and take up more carbon dioxide (Goodell 139).  While this technique has been tested 

with some success on a small scale (Peterson 70), early data suggests that initial estimates of 

the amount of carbon dioxide trapped by this process were overly optimistic (Pollard 577).  

C.  Solar Radiation Management.   

Solar radiation management interrupts the greenhouse effect by reducing the amount of 

solar radiation the Earth absorbs, thereby reducing the amount of planet-warming radiation 

trapped by greenhouse gases.  Two major methods have been proposed: 1) increasing the 

reflectivity of the Earth, and 2) deflecting solar radiation before it penetrates the atmosphere. 

The most basic method for increasing reflectivity of sunlight is painting structures like 

house roofs and buildings light, preferably white, colors.  If solar radiation is reflected instead 

of absorbed, it can pass back through the atmosphere, and into space in its original state as 

shortwave radiation, which does not contribute to warming and is unimpeded by greenhouse 

gases (Margonelli).  Former United States Secretary of Energy Steven Chu vocalized support 

for this method within the United States.  Estimates about potential reductions are optimistic, 

but hindered by the prevalence of sloped roofs (K. Johnson) and the projected expenses of 

nationwide implementation (The Royal Society 25). 

Increasing solar radiation reflection back into space might also be achieved through 

“cloud-albedo enhancement” (The Royal Society 27) or increasing atmospheric aerosols 

(“Geoengineering”).  As explained, supra clouds naturally reflect solar radiation.  Cloud-

albedo enhancement hypothesizes that aerosols (defined as particles of matter ranging in size 

from nanometers to micrometers (Voiland)) could be intentionally dispersed into the sky to 

increase cloud lifetimes (Keith, “GEOENGINEERING THE CLIMATE” 261).  Some 
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researchers suggest that simple seawater could be sprayed into sky by boats or aircraft in a fine 

mist (Salter 3989).   Some number of mist particles would become part of already-existing 

clouds, acting as cloud condensation nuclei and allowing water droplets to condense (Goodell 

169).  This method, also termed cloud brightening, would scatter and reflect the incoming 

solar radiation away from the planet more efficiently than natural, larger cloud nuclei (The 

Royal Society 27).   

Perhaps the most infamously discussed solar reflection option is nicknamed “The 

Pinatubo Option.”  The idea was first proposed by a Nobel-prize winning chemist, Paul 

Crutzen, in 2005, based on the premise that the average global temperature decreased 

following the 1991 eruption of Mount Pinatubo in the Philippines (Goodell 55).  When that 

volcano erupted, large amounts of sulfur dioxide were released and became sulfuric acid 

microdroplets, or aerosols (Goodell 55).  These aerosols, similar to the ones used in cloud 

brightening, reflected solar radiation back into space in similar to much the same way as 

natural clouds, albeit at a much higher rate due to the induced excess concentration (The Royal 

Society 29).  The average global temperature decreased one half of a degree Celsius the year 

following the eruption.  Crutzen suggested that humankind could intentionally inject sulfur 

aerosols into the stratosphere to induce a calculated cooling of the planet to obtain results 

similar to those of the volcanic eruption (211).    Potential negative side effects of this 

proposal include alteration of the natural carbon cycle, ozone depletion (The Royal Society 

31) and changes in annual precipitation (Caldiera 4043).  Additionally, both size and 

distribution of the aerosols would need to be exact to create the necessary reflection (The 

Royal Society 31). 

Lastly, solar reflection might be accomplished via “sun shields”: mirrors in orbit around 
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the Earth to deflect sunlight away from the planet and out into space.  There could be tens of 

thousands of large, or trillions of tiny, mirrors in space, shielding the Earth from the sun’s 

rays.  While larger mirrors could be fabricated on Earth and rocketed into low Earth orbit, the 

smaller centimeter-size discs could be created in space from asteroids and could be located 

much further from the planet, 1.5 million kilometers towards the sun.  A common concern 

regarding this technique however is that while temperatures may respond to such intervention 

quickly, the initial implementation could be costly and take years to develop (The Royal 

Society 31-33). 

Many other methods of carbon dioxide removal and solar radiation management have 

been proposed alongside the few select examples explored here.  All proposed methods raise 

similar questions of whether both domestic government research and/or active larger scale 

field research into this area should be considered and if so, how to safely conduct such 

research, evaluate the results and possibly implement the technique in a way the domestic and 

the international community can govern.   

 Description 

Carbon Dioxide Removal 
Chemical Sequestration Induction of known chemical reactions of carbon dioxide with other 

solids or solutions to separate and repurpose carbon dioxide for 
industrial purposes 

Ocean Fertilization Injecting iron into the oceans to spur the biological process of 
phytoplankton to increase the amount of carbon dioxide fixed 

Solar Radiation Management 
White roofs Painting structures like house roofs and buildings light, preferably white, 

colors to induce reflection instead of absorption of solar radiation 
Cloud-albedo enhancement Dispersing aerosols (i.e. salt water) into the sky to increase cloud 

lifetimes to scatter and reflect the incoming solar radiation away from 
the planet more efficiently than natural, larger cloud nuclei 

Stratospheric Aerosols injecting sulfur aerosols into the stratosphere to reflect solar radiation 
and induce a calculated cooling of the planet 

Sun Shields Launching mirrors into orbit around the Earth to deflect sunlight away 
from the planet and out into space 

 

Figure 1.  A brief description of proposed geoengineering methods. 
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III. The Concerns 

While some scientists have agreed that geoengineering is worth further investigation, 

other scientists and environmental groups (for example, the ETC Group) (“The ABCs”) would 

prefer the issue be dropped completely for scientific, economic, political, and ethical reasons.  

These concerns must be weighed against the potential benefits of geoengineering during the 

decision-making process. 

Scientific.  Methods that require oceanic involvement may have undesirable effects on 

marine biodiversity and fishing communities (The Royal Society 45).   There are also great 

uncertainties about how weather patterns might be altered (The Royal Society 50).  While the 

goal of geoengineering would be to stop, or slow, the current climate change path, intentional 

atmospheric modification could cause even more undesirable changes.  Further, some of these 

methods, if implemented, would have to be continued essentially forever, if no additional 

emission reduction steps were taken (Keith “Geoengineering” 498).  If, for example, sulfur 

aerosols were used but then stopped suddenly, the planet would not only resume warming, but 

it would immediately jump to the level of warming as if no geoengineering had taken place.  

Instead of the gradual increase we are currently experiencing, the temperature jump would be 

large and fast, leaving some species no time to evolve and adapt (The Royal Society 35). 

Additionally, no presently proposed method addresses ocean acidification, another 

consequence of current carbon dioxide levels and a condition that does not currently appear 

reversible even with a hypothetical reversing of global warming (Lovett).  

Economic.  Environmental groups fear that geoengineering would offer an excuse to 

continue current emission rates instead of working in conjunction with advancing emissions 

reductions (United States. Cong. House “International Governance” 7) because 
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geoengineering has the potential to be relatively inexpensive to carry out, in contrast to the 

cost of altering humankinds’ emissions-loving way of life (Keith “Geoengineering” 495).  

Dirty energy industries, like the oil industry could use geoengineering as an excuse to draw 

attention, and research money, away from carbon emission reduction and clean technology 

development (Hamilton). Environmental groups also fear that governments would shirk their 

responsibilities to developing countries which are already suffering the effects of climate 

change caused by industrial nations “ETC Group Briefing”).   There is also fear that 

geoengineering would impact agricultural crop years over the long term and affect global food 

security (Pongratz 101 ). 

Political. Richer, more financially-able, countries, or even a private company, with 

scientific resources could seek to develop and employ geoengineering without regard to the 

desires of other, less resourceful nations.  A single nation could take unilateral action and 

subject the whole world to the results.  National security is also a concern.  Should any of 

these techniques prove feasible, or we learn to catalyze specific, directed weather events, what 

is there to stop one country from going to “weather war” with another? (Keith 

“GEOENGINEERING THE CLIMATE “ 275).   

Ethical.  If we begin to alter the earth’s climate to suit our own needs, where will it 

stop?  This has been called the “slippery slope” argument (Keith “GEOENGINEERING THE 

CLIMATE “ 277).  Of course, to an extent we already have altered the planet to fit our needs, 

filling it with greenhouse gases to fuel our Industrial Revolution.  But, in the beginning, we 

were not doing so intentionally (Keith “Geoengineering” 495).  What then are the ethical 

responsibilities of industrial nations now that they are clearly aware of the consequences of 

our actions?  There are also concerns about the effects geoengineering might have on the 
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unrepresented future: what kind of planet we are leaving for those generations that come after 

ourselves (Johnson 561).  Finally, paralleling the political concern of imposing change on 

developing nations, there is an equivalent ethical argument about imposing change, and 

perhaps danger, on these populations without their consent (United States Cong. CRS-8),.   

IV. Governance 

A.  International 

 One of the earliest international agreements concerning geoengineering was a 2008 

Resolution by the Convention on the Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping of Wastes 

and Other Matter to prevent ocean fertilization for any reasons other than “legitimate scientific 

research,” (United States. Cong. “Geoengineering” 34).   Another agreement was reached in 

2010 when countries party to the 1992 UN Framework Convention on Biological Diversity 

agreed to a moratorium on geoengineering (Hogue 12).  It is worth noting that while 193 

countries are party to this treaty, the United States is not, and therefore is exempted from the 

ban (“List of Parties”).  The countries involved agreed to “small scale” research only, as well 

as an approval process before beginning research (Hogue 12).   Prior to this, the Convention on 

Biological Diversity adopted a ban on ocean fertilization, but refrained from using the specific 

term “geoengineering” (“Decision IX/16”) . 

 There are no other current treaties that use the term geoengineering and apply to the 

practice or research of the entire field of potential projects.  However, existing treatise and 

regulatory mechanisms might expand to include geoengineering in the future (United States. 

Cong. House “International Governance” 3).  These include the United Nations Framework 

Convention on Climate Change which lists as one of its objectives to avoid “dangerous 
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anthropogenic interference with the climate system,” (United Nations) the United Nations 

Convention on the Law of the Sea which might govern the practice of ocean fertilization 

(United States. Cong. House “International Governance” 12), or The Outer Space Treaty of 

1967 which might govern space mirrors (Kintisch 220).  Additionally, the 1977 UN 

Convention on the Prohibition of Military or Any other Hostile Uses of Environmental 

Modification 1977 (Bodansky 310) and the Convention on the Prevention of Marine Pollution 

by Dumping of Wastes and Other Matter 1972 may be implicated (Rayfuse 297).  The 

upcoming Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change report will also contain research and 

recommendations regarding geoengineering to an extent that previous reports did not (IPCC).  

The IPCC’s “Climate Change 2013” Summary for Policymakers includes a brief paragraph on 

geoengineering acknowledging the unknown effects and consequences of geoengineering 

(Working Group I 27). If any governing treaty to which the United States is a party is adapted 

to govern the full suite of geoengineering proposals, the United States should be prepared to 

participate in negotiations. 

B.  Domestic  

The United States has many existing governmental organizations which have interests in 

aspects of geoengineering.  While most federal agencies have not taken a position on or 

implemented a plan for geoengineering (United States. Cong. “Geoengineering” 26), it is 

foreseeable that if no ultimate governance is developed, they may begin to issue individual 

comments and recommendation, sometimes conflicting.  To date, the Environmental 

Protection Agency has initiated some rulemaking and Department of Energy has funded 

research on carbon storage (United States. Cong. “Geoengineering” 27).  The National Science 

Foundation, NASA, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, and Department 
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of Defense all arguably have interest in the topic as well.  In fact, many of these groups have 

jointly funded a study due in 2014 from the National Academies of Science to explore the 

current state of the technology of geoengineering (Roach).  Additionally, Congress held 

hearings on the issue over three days from 2009-2010 (United States. Cong. “Geoengineering” 

2) and the National Research Council intends to hold another committee meeting this fall 

(Geman).  However, actual governance to either prevent or support geoengineering in the 

United States is still lacking. 

 Therefore, a joint research effort should be developed between the mentioned agencies 

and other interested groups (i.e., NGOs, policy think tanks, etc.) to govern geoengineering.  

V.  A Proposal 

A public, Manhattan Project-like network of existing federal agencies, private and public 

research institutions, and even non-profit organizations should be assembled to evaluate the 

state of the technology as it progresses and oversee any large-scale research or domestic 

implementation.   

In the 1940’s the United States funded creation of the atomic bomb through what would 

later be called the Manhattan Project.  Project sites were established across the country to 

carry out simultaneous research and development across various avenues of technology.  

Researchers were members of both public institutions (e.g., University of California) and 

private (e.g., Columbia University).  The government provided not only financial support, but 

the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers constructed a number of research facilities (“Manhattan 

Project”).  

In the same vein, governance of geoengineering should begin by assembling members at 

locations across the country from public, private, and government institutions.  In contrast to 
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the Manhattan Project, this assembly should not immediately begin active physical research.  

It should also be clear from the Project’s mission statement that geoengineering is not a 

foregone conclusion.  Research funding should not be predicated on the need to produce 

positive, or pro-geoengineerng, results.  All questions, legal and scientific, should be evaluated 

giving equal consideration to the advantages (and disadvantages) of both pursuing 

geoengineering and not pursuing geoengineering. 

First, this group should evaluate the state of the existing technology to address the following 

questions: 

● Should the United States take any action regarding geoengineering? 

● If the United States does explore geoengineering, how should the research proceed? 

o Should the United States pursue theoretical research only? (Dilling 2)   

o Should the United States pursue small scale research only? 

● How should geoengineering affect mitigation and adaptation efforts? 

If the assembly finds that research should be undertaken, the following questions will also 

need to be debated based on the results of small scale or theoretical research: 

● Should the United States pursue full scale implementation? 

● Should the United States abstain completely from geoengineering? 

● Should the United States pursue enough research to act if another country or body 

implements geoengineering and countermeasures are required? 

This is just a sampling of the most basic questions geoengineering has raised.  Every 

answer, and non-answer, will inevitably raise more questions.  For example, even if it is 

determined that the United States should abstain from geoengineering, or enact a temporary 

moratorium, governance will be necessary to determine what exactly is defined as 
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geoengineering within the ban or moratorium.  Applicable existing laws which are currently 

administered to by a number of individual government agencies should be evaluated and 

perhaps consolidated into a single governing treatise, along with any new laws deemed 

necessary.  Finally, governance is necessary to ensure compliance with the consolidated 

geoengineering laws.   

If it is determined that the United States should pursue geoengineering further, all of these 

questions and many more will require answers including which techniques to pursue, where 

and how to implement the technology.  Input from existing federal agencies, private and 

public research institutions, and non-profit organizations will be valuable to answer any of 

these questions.  The report expected from the National Academies asks many similar 

questions about what is currently known about different geoengineering techniques and what 

future research is need “to provide a credible scientific underpinning for future discussions.”  

However, a spokesperson for the report stated that no research or experiments would be 

conducted and no new technology produced during the assessment (“Project: 

Geoengineering”).   

A Manhattan Project-like network of research and analysis facilities will unite all of 

interested and knowledgeable parties that exist to not only ask the unanswered questions, but 

to oversee research and/or implementation as well.  Individual working groups, similar to the 

three Working Groups of the IPCC may be established by specialty (e.g., environment, health, 

policymaking) or by category of geoengineering (carbon dioxide removal or solar radiation 

management).  These working groups, or task forces, could be responsible for investigating 

the relevant science and policy research to construct reports on the state of the technology at 

scheduled intervals.  Each working group should strive for a a heterogeneous composition of 
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federal agencies, private and public research institutions, and non-profit organizations to 

ensure balance. An Executive Board, also similar to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 

Change Bureau may be elected from this network to guide the project, join the findings of 

individual working groups, and present a unified voice of the Project’s findings to Congress or 

international assemblies (“Structure").  Regular reporting of the working groups to an 

Executive Board could be required, who could in turn report to Congress, the President, and 

the public on the state of the environment and technology.   

 

Figure 2. Hypothetical organization of a Project. 

 

Overall, the most important requirement of a research and review network is unity of the 

many existing interested agencies and scientific institutions toward a common goal, whatever 

that goal is ultimately determined to be. 

VI. Conclusion 

Attention to geoengineering has continued to grow in recent years.  The United States 

currently has no framework for governing such a project or organizing decision-making 

regarding such a project at this time.  Several government agencies have overlapping and 

perhaps conflicting interests in geoengineering, but to date none has taken any directed action.  

A transparent, Manhattan Project-like network of existing federal agencies, private and public 
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research institutions, and even non-profit organizations should be assembled to answer the 

plethora of questions which currently surround geoengineering science and policy and govern 

any research and implementation. 
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